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Phenomenology Beyond the Standard Model
Joseph D. Lykken
Theoretical Physics Dept.
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory
P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510 USA
An elementary review of models and phenomenology for physics beyond the Standard
Model (excluding supersymmetry). The emphasis is on LHC physics. Based upon a talk
given at the Physics at LHC conference, Vienna, 13-17 July 2004.
1 Causarum Investigatio
Written on the ceiling fresco of the beautiful Festsaal of the O¨sterreichischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften, are two words: Causarum Investigatio. Just as these
words must have inspired Boltzmann and Schro¨dinger, today we are inspired to
investigate the causes and more fundamental structures underlying the Standard
Model of particle physics.
The Standard Model is in remarkably successful agreement with particle physics
data at all energies below the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking. Indirect
probes of physics up to multi-TeV scales, using rare decays, or using the sensitivity
of electroweak precision data to virtual processes, also show no significant devia-
tions. Thus, in a strict experimental sense, we have no guidance for moving beyond
the Standard Model, other than the clear anomalies of neutrinos oscillations, dark
matter, and dark energy.
Fig. 1. The big picture of physics beyond the Standard Model.
However, the success of the Standard Model indicates that fundamental physics
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is closely tied to the basic principles of quantum mechanics and to symmetry prin-
ciples, of which the most notable are relativity and local gauge invariance. These
provide a very constrained set of rules for extensions of the Standard Model, and a
great deal of theoretical investigation in the past twenty five years has been devoted
to mapping out the possible scenarios consistent with these rules.
Indeed, our theoretical understanding of these structures is now so mature that
it is not overly pretentious to sketch the “big picture” of physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model. This sketch is illustrated in Figure 1, where the vertical direction
represents energy scale. The two scales shown are: the “TeV” scale characterized
by the new physics responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking, and the “string
unification” scale, defined as the scale where one begins to have a unified description
of quantum gravity with the gauge interactions of the Standard Model.
We know the TeV scale (within an order of magnitude), but we do not know
what is the new physics responsible for electroweak symmetry breaking. Many very
distinct and theoretically viable mechanisms have been proposed. Identifying and
understanding this physics is the primary goal of the LHC project.
We do not know the scale of unification (even to within an order of magnitude)
nor do we know to what extent it involves gauge coupling unification, grand unifica-
tion, flavor unification, or superstrings. But our best guess is that some combination
of all of these elements is involved. Determining this scale and uncovering the new
physics in operation there is one of the ultimate goals of particle physics.
The figure also demonstrates another equally important and more immediate
goal. If unification occurs in any form, then there must be highly sophisticated dy-
namical mechanisms which convert the simple unified theory at ultra high energies
into the messy junk which we observe in experiments today. These are shown in
the figure as the mechanisms which respectively break supersymmetry and hide
extra dimensions. We do not understand either of these mechanisms, though again
theorists have proposed many distinct possibilities. Determining which mechanisms
Nature has chosen is a process we expect to begin at the LHC, and continue with
future colliders.
Since supersymmetry (SUSY) is well-covered in other sessions at the conference
[1], I will concentrate here on extra dimensions and related ideas. However I has-
ten to add that one should never regard supersymmetry and extra dimensions as
mutually exclusive. On the contrary, it is extremely difficult to imagine that any of
the current ambitious schemes with extra dimensions can stably devolve from the
unification scale without the help of SUSY. It is only somewhat easier to imagine
that the minimal picture of supersymmetric unification actually works, without at
least some assistance near the high scale from an orthogonal organizing principle
like extra dimensions. And we should not forget that string theory needs them both.
It is also true that there are many topics in Beyond the Standard Model (BSM)
phenomenology which are neither SUSY nor extra dimensions. However this di-
vision has grown fuzzy of late. For example, almost all of the current theoretical
research on models with new strong dynamics are exploiting the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence to map these gauge theories into models of extra dimensions with branes.
Thus while our review contains no mention of technicolor, I will discuss recent work
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on “Higgsless” models in extra dimensions [2]. Similarly much of the increase in our
understanding of strongly coupled gauge theories during the past decade has come
from the study of SUSY gauge theories, and this has begun to be reflected in BSM
model-building. Thus for example the recent “fat Higgs” models [3] modify the con-
ventional SUSY desert scenario via an elegant matching of two gauge theories while
preserving gauge coupling unification. This has the attractive feature of solving the
post-LEP “little hierarchy” problem, and at the very least is a counterexample to
arguments which purport to demonstrate the unique attractiveness of the minimal
SUSY scenario.
Similarly, what used to be called “excited fermions” in BSM search talks now
appear as ur-Kaluza-Klein modes in generic models of deconstruction. Leptoquarks,
another old warhorse of BSM searches, will be discussed later in this review. I will
show how leptoquarks can most profitably be regarded as products of either SUSY
or extra dimensions.
Having thus dramatically shortened the usual laundry list for BSM reviews, I
end the introduction with an additional disclosure. This review will be completely
collider-centric. This is a clear deficiency, especially in an era where the intercon-
nectedness of high energy physics and astrophysics plays an absolutely essential
role. As already mentioned, the only clear deviations from the Standard Model to
date are neutrino oscillations, dark matter, and dark energy. None of these were
discovered at colliders. In the future, I expect that studies of rare processes, B
physics, the neutrino sector, cosmology, particle astrophysics, and particle astron-
omy will all provide important clues to BSM physics. However I also expect collider
experiments to be the major contributors to reaching the ambitious goals which I
have outlined above.
2 A bestiary of extra dimensions models
BSM review talks 15 years ago usually made no mention at all of extra dimen-
sions. Since all of the reasons for taking extra dimensions seriously existed 15 years
ago, this was a purely sociological absence, i.e., extra dimensions were not socially
acceptable. This is perhaps a residual effect of the curse of Gunnar Nordstro¨m,
the Finnish physicist who invented Kaluza-Klein theory in 1914, only to have his
brilliant idea completely ignored by Einstein. Kaluza-Klein theory was, in turn,
ignored by almost all physicists for a half century, finally being resuscitated by
purveyors of supergravity and superstrings and the 1970s and 80s.
Briefly, there are three strong motivations for attempting to incorporate extra
dimensions in BSM physics. The first motivation is the Standard Model (SM) itself,
which has too many elementary particles (57 not including the Higgs) for a theory of
fundamental constituents. Especially when one factors in the enormously complex
flavor structure of the SM, it is clear that new dynamics is at work here, involving
new degrees of freedom intimately connected to the SM degrees of freedom. New
gauge interactions with resulting composites may be part of the answer, but prob-
ably not all of it. This leaves only two other known directions: extra dimensions,
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which when dynamically compactified or otherwise hidden create complex low en-
ergy patterns, and extended objects, which leads to string theory. String theory
is itself the second prime motivation for extra dimensions, since quantized strings
do not give reasonable physics unless they are embedded into a ten-dimensional
spacetime. The third motivation is quantum gravity, broadly defined, which tells
us that space and time are to be regarded as themselves fully “dynamical” objects.
While it is not clear exactly what this means, it certainly implies that the number
of accessible spatial dimensions at a given energy scale should be regarded as a
dynamical physical observable, not given a priori.
Depending upon the physical mechanism invoked to hide extra dimensions from
current observation, there is a great range of possible energy or length scales at
which they may begin to appear. The most conservative guess is that their inverse
radii are within about an order of magnitude of the unification scale; even in this
case extra dimensions can have very significant effects upon physical observables
at the TeV scale. In many models, the extra dimensions themselves appear around
the TeV scale, and are linked to TeV scale physics such as electroweak symmetry
breaking (EWSB) or supersymmetry breaking. In models which employ very effi-
cient brane methods for hiding extra dimensions, the extra dimensions can even be
of macroscopic size without contradicting any current observations or experiments.
Indeed an extra dimension of infinite extent is not necessarily excluded.
A complete bestiary of extra dimensions models is beyond the scope of this
review. We can make a partial survey based upon a simple organizing principle:
what is the physical mechanism which hides the extra dimensions? Possible answers
include:
– The extra dimensions are compact and small. Examples include a circle, a
sphere, a torus, a Calabi-Yau manifold, and various kinds of orbifolds.
– Some or all of the SM particles are confined to a brane or an intersection of
branes, and thus cannot probe the full extra dimensional “bulk” space.
– The extra dimensions are fundamentally different. For example, if the extra
dimensions are fermionic, we are back to supersymmetry. The extra dimen-
sions might also be discrete or otherwise “deconstructed”, so that they only
approximately resemble spatial degrees of freedom in a certain energy regime.
– Any combination of the above.
In addition, it is important to specify whether the extra dimensions are curved or
flat, and whether the various bulk fields have nontrivial vacuum configurations in
the extra dimensions.
A glance at SPIRES reveals that there are in excess of 3,000 papers discussing
extra dimensions models which fit into the above categorization. I can summarize
the current status of these extra dimensions models in two bullets:
– There are too many models.
– None of them are any good.
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The first bullet is obvious to any experimenter interested in searching for signals of
extra dimensions at the LHC. What models should we simulate? What are the key
phenomenological features and key discriminators between different models? These
are basic questions which need to be answered before LHC turn-on.
The second bullet brings up some points which further complicate our task. Most
of the work on extra dimensions is at the level which Savas Dimopoulos aptly calls
“scenarios” rather than models. A scenario is defined (by me) as a set of physical
assumptions which, with considerably more work, could evolve into a respectable
class of models. Many of these scenarios have remained scenarios because they
suffer from deep theoretical problems or “gaps”, and some of them have fairly
nasty (but generic) phenomenological problems. This is not a reason to denigrate
these scenarios – after all the same could be said of supersymmetry models or of
string theory! But it does explain why we are still some way from having a decent
set of serious and “theoretically stable” benchmark models for simulation.
That said, I will review the status of three out of the four classes of extra
dimensions scenarios which are are most relevant for LHC searches. The fourth
class, direct compactifications of string theory, is potentially the most interesting,
but as of 2004 was not quite ready to make contact with LHC physics [4]-[9].
3 UED
Universal Extra Dimensions is the name given by Appelquist, Cheng, and Do-
brescu [10] to a class of models which closely resemble the original Nordstro¨m-
Kaluza-Klein scenario, but with some crucial improvements. All particles live in
the full bulk, which is compactified to some kind of orbifold. The simplest case is a
single extra dimension with coordinate y, compactified to a circle, which in turn is
orbifolded to a line interval of length L by identifying points under y → −y. The
orbifolding is necessary because otherwise the Kaluza-Klein zero modes of fermions
(i.e. the light 4d fermions) are vectorlike. The orbifold projections in the above ex-
ample remove half of the chiralities for the fermion zero modes, allowing an effective
4d theory which matches the chiral Standard Model.
These same orbifold projections have other good effects. For example, consider
a 5-dimensional bulk gauge field AM = (Aµ, Ay), where µ is a 4d vector label and y
labels the fifth dimension. Since Ay appears in a 5d covariant derivative with d/dy,
we keep the odd Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes of Ay after orbifolding, while keeping
the even KK modes of the Aµ. This means that Aµ has a massless zero mode, but
Ay does not. Thus we manage to avoid having a massless adjoint scalar accompany
every massless gauge boson in the effective 4d theory.
In the original Kaluza-Klein model Kaluza-Klein mode number is conserved, as
this is just conservation of (discrete) momentum in the extra dimension. However
in our simple UED example there are two orbifold fixed points: one is y = 0 and the
other is y = L. Thus orbifolding breaks the translational invariance of the circle, by
distinguishing two special points. This may have no effect at tree level, but radiative
corrections will generically introduce interactions which violate conservation of KK
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mode number. However a single remnant translation, y → y+L, is still a symmetry,
since it just interchanges the two fixed points. Since translation invariance is broken
to a Z2 remnant, momentum conservation in the fifth dimension is replaced by a
conserved parity, called “KK parity”. Zero modes are even under this parity but
the lightest massive modes are odd.
This is enough to guarantee that the lightest massive KK mode in a UED
model is stable. The situation is quite analogous to R parity in SUSY models. As
with SUSY, this implies that in UED models the first massive KK modes must be
produced in pairs. More generally, production of any single massive KK mode is
quite suppressed, unless one introduces large tree level couplings which violate KK
momentum conservation. This in turn suppresses the virtual corrections of these
KK modes to Standard Model processes, allowing the UED scale 1/L to be as
low as 300 GeV before we get into conflict with precision data. It also means that
the lightest massive KK mode, the “LKP”, is a good cold dark matter candidate
[11, 12].
Fig. 2. Spectrum of the first massive KK modes of the Standard Model particles, in a
simple UED model. Taken from reference [13].
UEDmodels, in addition to being rather simple, have fairly universal predictions
for colliders. If the LKP is a major constituent of dark matter, then it is in a mass-
coupling range such that it will be produced at the LHC. Figure 2 shows a typical
spectrum for the first massive KK modes in a UED model [13], after taking into
account the mass splittings from radiative corrections. As in SUSY models the
partner of the SM gauge boson B tends to have the smallest radiatively corrected
mass. The other first massive KK modes will decay promptly to this LKP. Thus
typical UED events at the LHC give a variety of jet and lepton signatures combined
6
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with large missing transverse energy (MET).
If you only produce the first massive KK modes, UED models look very much
like a subset of SUSY models, in terms of their collider signatures. Even if you detect
a few of the second level KK modes, it is not obvious that this will dramatically
disambiguate the signatures from an extended SUSY model; this should be studied.
The crucial discriminators, of course, are the spins of the heavy partner particles.
Distinguishing these spins is a very significant experimental challenge [14].
If we are lucky and the UED scale is close to the current bound, i.e. 1/L ∼ 300
GeV, then it will be possible to see UED effects as mimimal flavor violating loops
in heavy flavor physics [15].
4 ADD
ADD is the name I use to refer to the class of models which incorporate the large
extra dimensions scenario of Arkani-Hamed, Dvali, and Dimopoulos [16]. These
were the first extra dimensions models in which the compactified dimensions can
be of macroscopic size, consistent with all current experiments and observations.
For this reason they are sometimes known as “large extra dimensions” models.
In the most basic version, n extra spatial dimensions are compactified on a torus
with common circumference R, and a brane is introduced which extends only in
the three infinite spatial directions. Strictly speaking, the brane should have a very
small tension (energy per unit volume) in order that it does not significantly warp
the extra dimensional space. It is assumed that all of the SM fields extend only
in the brane. This can be considered as a toy version of what happens in string
theory, where chiral gauge theories similar to the SM are confined to reasonably
simple brane configurations in reasonably simple string compactifications [17].
An immediate consequence of these assumptions is that the effective 4d Planck
scale is related to the underlying fundamental Planck scale of the 4+n-dimensional
theory and to the volume of the compactified space. This relation follows immedi-
ately from Gauss’ Law, or by dimensional truncation:
M2Planck =M
2+n
∗ R
n , (1)
where M2
Planck
is defined by Newton’s constant: MPlanck = 1/
√
GN = 1.2 × 1019
GeV. M2+n∗ is defined as the gravitational coupling which appears in the 4+n-
dimensional version of the Einstein-Hilbert action. It is the quantum gravity scale
of the higher dimensional theory.
IfMPlanck,M∗ and 1/R are all of the same order, as is usually assumed in string
theory, this relation is not very interesting. But there is nothing which prevents us
from assuming that M∗ is equal to some completely different scale. Most attractive
is to take M∗ ∼ 1 TeV, and attempt [18] to replace the hierarchy problem of the
SM by a large compactification radius, i.e. to swap an ultraviolet problem for an
infrared one! Note that, if we want to mantain contact with string theory, ADD-
like models must arise from string ground states in which the string scale (and thus
the ultraviolet cutoff for gravity) is also in the TeV range. This is difficult but not
unthinkable [19].
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The ADD scenario raises the exciting possibility of observing quantum gravity
at the LHC. In such models only the graviton, and possibly some non-SM exotics
like the right-handed neutrino, probe the full bulk space. There is a Kaluza-Klein
tower of graviton modes, where the massless mode is the standard 4d graviton, and
the other KK modes are massive spin 2 particles which also couple to SM matter
with gravitational strength.
Whereas bremstrahhlung of ordinary gravitons is a completely negligible effect
at colliders, the total cross section to produce some massive KK graviton is volume
enhanced, and thus effectively suppressed only by powers ofM∗, notMPlanck. From
Eq. (1) one obtains:
σ ∼ 1
M2
Planck
(ER)n ∼ 1
M2∗
(EM∗)n , (2)
where E is the characteristic energy of the subprocess.
For graviton phenomenology it is useful to replace the ADD parameter M∗ by
other rescaled parameters. The two most useful choices are taken from the work of
Giudice, Rattazzi and Wells (GRZ) [20], and Han, Lykken and Zhang (HLZ) [21]:
Mn+2∗ =
Sn−1
(2π)n
Mn+2s , (3)
Mn+2∗ =
8π
(2π)n
Mn+2D , (4)
where Ms is the HLZ scale, MD is the GRW scale, and Sn−1 is the surface area of
a unit n-sphere:
Sn−1 =
2πn/2
Γ(n/2)
. (5)
Both notations are equivalent. To obtain a complete dictionary between ADD,
GRZ and HLZ, one also needs to relate the ADD parameter R to those used by
the other authors: R = RHLZ = 2πRGRW , and take note of the different notations
for Newton’s constant:
κ2 = 16πGN (HLZ); M¯
2
P =
1
8πGN
(GRW) . (6)
A Kaluza-Klein (KK) graviton mode has a mass specified by an n-vector of
integers ~k:
m2(~k) =
~k2
R2
GRW
. (7)
Let r = |~k|. Then for large r (as is always the relevant case for ADD phenomenology)
the number of KK graviton states of a given polarization with r ≤ rmax is given by
8
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the integral
Sn−1
∫ rmax
0
dr rn−1 =
1
n
Sn−1 rnmax
=
∫ mmax
0
ρ(m) dm , (8)
where the KK density of states is
ρ(m) =
mn−1
GNM
n+2
s
. (9)
We see that Ms is the natural scaling parameter for KK graviton production. The
density of states formulation can be applied to a much more general class of models
than ADD, and can also include graviton wavefunction factors when the extra
dimensions are not flat.
Consider now on-shell production of a KK graviton from a pp or pp¯ collision.
To leading order this is a 2 → 2 process with two massless partons in the initial
state, plus a massive KK graviton and a massless parton in the final state. Let p1,
p2 denote the 4-momenta of the initial state partons, p3 the 4-momentum of the
graviton, and p4 the 4-momentum of the outgoing parton. The total cross section
for any particular variety of partonic subprocess has the form
σ(1 + 2→ KK+ 4) =
∫
dx1dx2 f1(x1, sˆ)f2(x2, sˆ)
∫
dtˆ
∫ √sˆ
0
dmρ(m)
dσm
dtˆ
(sˆ, tˆ) , (10)
where f1(x1, sˆ), f2(x2, sˆ) are the parton distribution functions (pdfs) for the intitial
state partons, sˆ = x1x2s = (p1+ p2)
2 is the square of the total center of mass (cm)
energy of the subprocess, and tˆ = (p1−p3)2 is the usual Mandelstam invariant. The
formulae for dσm/dtˆ, the differential subprocess cross sections for KK gravitons of
mass m, are given in equations 64-66 of GRW.
5 RS
Randall-Sundrum refers to a class of scenarios, also known as warped extra di-
mensions models, originated by Lisa Randall and Raman Sundrum [22, 23]. In these
scenarios there is one extra spatial dimension, and the five-dimensional geometry
is “warped” by the presence of one or more branes. The branes extend infinitely
in the usual three spatial dimensions, but are sufficiently thin in the warped di-
rection that their profiles are well-approximated by delta functions in the energy
regime of interest. If we ignore fluctuations of the branes, we can always choose
a “Gaussian Normal” coordinate system, such that the fifth dimension is labelled
y and the usual 4d spacetime by xµ. The action for such a theory contains, at a
minimum, a 5d bulk gravity piece and 4d brane pieces. The bulk piece has the
5d Einstein-Hilbert action with gravitational coupling M3, and a 5d cosmological
constant Λ. The brane pieces are proportional to the brane tensions Vi, which may
9
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be positive or negative. These act as sources for 5d gravity, contributing to the 5d
stress-energy terms proportional to
∑
i
Viδ(y − yi) (11)
where the yi are the positions of the branes. Combined with a negative Λ, this
results in a curved geometry, with a 5d metric of the form:
gµν(x
ρ, y) = a2(y) g˜µν(x
ρ) ,
gµy = 0 , gyy = 1 , (12)
where a(y) is called the warp factor, g˜ is a 4d metric, and I have made a useful choice
of coordinates. Warping refers to the fact that a 4d distance d0 measured at y = y0
is related to an analogous 4d distance d1 measured at y = y1 by a(y0)d0 = a(y1)d1.
Thus in Randall-Sundrum scenarios 4d length, time, energy and mass scales vary
with y.
So far we are being completely general. However almost all collider physics
phenomenology done with warped extra dimensions so far is based upon one very
specific model, the original simple scenario called RSI. In this model the extra di-
mension is compactified to a circle of circumference 2L, and then further orbifolded
by identifying points related by y → −y. Thus the fifth dimension consists of two
periodically identified mirror copies of a curved 5d space extending from y = 0 to
y = L. It is assumed that there is a brane at y = 0, with positive tension V0; it is
known as the Planck brane. There is another brane at y = L, with negative tension
VL, known as the TeV brane.
Randall and Sundrum showed that, for a specially tuned choice of input param-
eters V0 = −VL = −M2Λ, the 5d Einstein equations have a simple warped solution
on 0 < y < L with metric:
gµν(x
ρ, y) = e−2ky ηµν ,
gµy = 0 , gyy = 1 , (13)
where ηµν is the 4d flat Minkowski metric, and k =
√−Λ. Away from the branes,
the 5d curvature is constant and negative; it is thus equivalent locally to AdS5, with
the Anti-de Sitter radius of curvature given by 1/k. At the locations of the branes
the curvature is discontinuous, due to the fact that the branes are delta function
sources for curvature.
We see that the RSI model is completely described by three parameters: k,
M , and L. Since we are not resolving the brane profiles, and since we do not
want to worry about how to embed this scenario into string theory or some other
description of quantum gravity, we had better restrict ourselves to a low energy
effective description. This implies taking k, 1/L≪M . In fact in RSI it is assumed
that k is merely parametrically small compared to the 5d Planck scale M , i.e.
something like k ∼ M/10. The effective 4d Planck scale, which is the same thing
10
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as the coupling of the graviton zero mode, is given by dimensional truncation:
MPlanck =
M3
2k
(
1− e−2kL) . (14)
Thus, within an order of magnitude, M ∼ k ∼MPlanck. In RSI we fix the distance
L by requiring that a(L)MPlanck ≃ 1 TeV, thus kL ∼ 30. This is not a large extra
dimension: its inverse size is comparable to the grand unification scale.
The RSI model makes one further simple but drastic assumption: that our entire
4d universe is confined to the TeV brane. From a particle physics viewpoint (and
completely ignoring cosmology) this amounts to the statement that the Standard
Model fields live on the TeV brane. Thus, as in ADD models, the phenomenology
of RSI is concerned with the effects of the massive KK modes of the graviton.
These modes are quite remarkable since, as measured on the TeV brane, their mass
splittings are on the order of a TeV, and their couplings to SM fields are only
TeV suppressed. In RSI, the Standard Model is replaced at the TeV scale by a
new effective theory in which gravity is still very weak, but there are exotic heavy
spin-two particles.
At the LHC the KK gravitons of RSI would be seen as difermion or diboson
resonances, since (unlike the KK gravitons of ADD) the coupling of each KK mode
is only TeV suppressed [24]. The width of these resonances is controlled by the ratio
k/M ; the resonances become more narrow as k/M is reduced, as shown in Figure
3.
Fig. 3. The cross section for e+e− → µ+µ− including the exchange of KK gravitons
in the RSI model. The narrowest resonances correspond to k/M = 0.05, the widest to
k/M = 0.14. Taken from reference [25].
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6 A behaviorist approach to extra dimensions
The three wildly popular scenarios just reviewed are probably all too simplistic
to stand as viable candidates for top-down theories of extra dimensions. But as
already mentioned, our only viable top-down theory of extra dimensions, string
theory, is not yet understood well enough to guide experiments at the LHC.
For collider phenomenology, we don’t care so much where the extra dimensions
models came from; what we care about is what they do. This suggests a more
bottom-up approach, where we don’t worry (much) about whether our models can
be fleshed out into globally respectable theories. Instead, we focus on particular
theoretical conundrums which can be solved by invoking extra dimensions. Then
we ask what are the distinctive phenomenological features of each solution.
Here is a partial list of “solutions” to theoretical problems which have been
suggested using extra dimensions (often in more than one way):
– explain or assist electroweak symmetry breaking
– explain the little hierarchy problem
– lower the Planck scale
– break supersymmetry
– explain flavor properties of the SM
– improve grand unification
– explain neutrino physics
– explain dark matter
– explain dark energy
I will briefly review three such phenomenologically oriented efforts: little Higgs,
Higgsless models, and asymmetrical extra dimensions.
7 Deconstructing little Higgs
The SM is an effective field theory with a cutoff scale Λ. Since the Higgs
has quadratically divergent radiative corrections at one loop, we expect that Λ ∼
(4π/g) ∗ 174 GeV ∼ 1 TeV. It is therefore surprising that precision collider tests,
with multi-TeV sensitivity, see no evidence for any of the dimension 5 and 6 oper-
ators which can be constructed purely from Standard Model fields, obeying all SM
symmetries. This is known as the little hierarchy problem, since taken at face value
it suggests that the cutoff Λ may be closer to 10 TeV than it is to 1 TeV.
Little Higgs models [26]-[36] address this problem by making the Higgs a pseudo-
Goldstone boson of new global symmetries which are both explicitly broken (by
SM gauge interactions) and spontaneously broken. Roughly speaking, this buys
12
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you another factor of 4π in the relation given above, allowing the cutoff Λ to be
naturally around 10 TeV.
Little Higgs model builders will claim that their models have nothing to do with
extra dimensions, but as far as I know extra dimensions are the best motivation for
this scenario.
Consider a 5d SU(N) gauge theory. Force the extra dimension to be discrete,
i.e. a finite periodic lattice with m sites and lattice spacing 1/f . The 5d Yang-Mills
lagrangian then truncates to
1
2g2
m∑
i=1
trF 2i + f
2
m∑
i=1
tr
[
(DµUi)
†DµUi
]
. (15)
For finite m this is really a 4d theory, with m different sets of SU(N) gauge
bosons, together with “link” scalars Ui which are bifundamentals, i.e. they each
carry charges under two different “adjoining” SU(N)’s. The Ui are just the latti-
cized versions of the Ay, the extra-dimensional components of the Yang-Mills field,
which from the 4d point of view are scalars in the adjoint representation. If the
|Ui| get equal vevs, the gauge symmetry will be broken down to a single diagonal
SU(N). The Ui scalars provide Goldstone bosons which make all but one combi-
nation of the m sets of gauge bosons massive. The spectrum of this 4d theory thus
approximates the KK spectrum of a true 5d Yang-Mills theory. Such 4d theories
are called deconstructed. They are obviously a much larger class of models than
the usual extra dimensional constructions.
In this example one scalar mode, contained in the product U1U2 . . . Um, is not
eaten. It remains as a naturally light pseudo-Goldstone mode. This is a simple
example of a little Higgs. The price we pay is that there are additional exotics
with masses of order the inverse lattice spacing f . These include (at least) heavier
gauge boson copies of the W , Z, or B, along with heavy exotic scalars which are
triplets or singlets under SU(2)L. The extra scalars occur because we are trying to
extract the doublet Higgs of the SM from the adjoint representation of something.
Further complications ensue incorporating the SM fermions, and one is forced at
a minimum to add a heavy exotic charge 2/3 weak singlet quark T , which can be
thought of as the vectorlike partner of the right-handed top quark.
Little Higgs models can be constructed to implement a conserved quantum num-
ber called T-parity [37, 38]. T-parity is the analog of KK parity in UED models,
and R-parity in SUSY models. Conserved T-parity implies that the heavy exotics
must be produced in pairs. This eliminates tree level contributions from these ex-
otics to precision electroweak observables, allowing the fundamental scale f to be
as low as ∼ 500 GeV without contradicting experiment. The lightest exotic with
odd T-parity is stable and likely to be the B′; this is a viable cold dark matter
candidate [39, 37]. With conserved T-parity, Little Higgs models predict missing
energy signatures at the LHC, similar to both SUSY and UED [39].
Little Higgs models without a conserved T-parity are strongly constrained by
electroweak precision data [40]-[45]. The lower bound on the scale f is in the range
from 1 to 4 TeV. As seen in Figure 4 the Z ′ is probably observable at the LHC as a
13
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peak in Drell-Yan production [46, 47]. More importantly, the decay Z ′ → Zh, which
distinguishes Little Higgs from other models with a Z ′, is probably observable in
Z+ b-jet channels over the same kinematic range [46, 48]. Single production of the
T fermion is observable for masses up to and perhaps exceeding 1 TeV [46, 47, 49].
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Fig. 4. The peak in the e+e− invariant mass distribution from produc-
tion of the Z′ of Little Higgs with mass 2 TeV. The larger/smaller peaks
correspond to smaller/larger values of a mixing angle. Taken from reference
[46].
8 Higgless models
Let’s modify the UED scenario by requiring the Higgs scalar field to be localized
in the fifth dimension to the orbifold fixed point y = L. The electroweak gauge
bosons inhabit the entire bulk, and for simplicity we will denote them by a single
5d gauge coupling g5 and a single gauge index: A
a
M (x, y). The action for the Higgs
is then:
∫
d4xdy δ(y − L)
(
1
2
DµΦiD
µΦi − V (Φ)
)
, (16)
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where DµΦi = ∂µΦi+g5A
a
µT
a
ijΦj . In this covariant derivative the 5d gauge coupling
has mass dimension −1/2: g25 = g24L2. This is compensated by the fact that in 5d
the bulk gauge field Aaµ has canonical mass dimension 3/2.
If we derive the equations of motion (EOM) for this theory, we will get a funny
extra delta function piece in the equation for the gauge field. Away from y = L we
get just the EOM of the bulk gauge theory. Integrating the EOM in y then picks
up the contribution from the delta function:
∂yA
a
µ(x, L) = g
2
5v
2Aaµ(x, L) , (17)
where we have replaced the Higgs field by its vev v. This looks like a nontrivial
boundary condition supplementing the bulk EOM. Strictly speaking this is not
true, since orbifolds do not have boundaries, only fixed points. However Z2 orbifold
field theories can be thought of as simple concatenations of limits of theories with
boundaries, in which case the analogs of (17) are indeed just boundary conditions.
This boundary condition tells us that the two charged gauge bosons, as well as
one linear combination of the neutral ones, cannot have zero modes. From the 4d
point of view, the W± and Z have eaten the three Goldstone modes of the Higgs
to become massive, as usual. From the 5d point of view, the W± and Z are now
massive KK modes! Solving the EOM with the boundary condition (17), we get a
simple expression for the mass of these bosons and their heavier KK siblings:
Mtan(ML) = g25v
2 . (18)
For v ≪ 1/L, the solution for the lightest KK modes reduces to the usual expression
from the 4d Higgs mechanism: M2 = g25v
2/L = g24v
2. Remarkably, the solution of
(18) for the lightest massive gauge bosons also has a smooth limit as v → ∞:
M = π/2L.
Thus in this simple 5d gauge theory we have succeeded in taking a smooth limit
where the Higgs boson disappears, but the massiveW± and Z bosons remain! This
is the simplest example of a Higgless extra dimensional spontaneously broken gauge
theory [2].
There is a famous argument [50] that in the Higgless Standard Model the am-
plitude of elastic scattering of longitudinal massive W bosons blows up at energies
around 4πMW /g ∼ 1.8 TeV. From this it is concluded that one must observe ei-
ther a Higgs boson or new strong dynamics at or below this scale. This is the
main argument that was used to justify building the LHC. Now we see that it is
incomplete.
Five dimensional gauge theories of the type I am describing are happily pertur-
bative up to energy scales of around 24π3/g25 = 24π
3/g24L, which is much higher
than the mass of the gauge bosons in the Higgsless limit computed from (18). How-
ever, these Higgless theories contain many additional massive KK gauge bosons,
which make new perturbative contributions to WLWL, WLZ, and ZZ scattering.
These extra KK gauge bosons do precisely the same job usually done by the Higgs:
cancelling the SM contributions which grow with energy like E4 and E2. This
preserves unitarity and weak coupling up to a much higher cutoff scale.
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Of course these observations are all moot unless one can come up with realistic
Higgless versions of the Standard Model which are perturbative up beyond 1.8 TeV.
Here one encounters an immediate problem: the enlargement of the electroweak sec-
tor by several KK gauge bosons will generically produce radiative effects detectable
in precision experiments. Thus generic Higgless models are already excluded by LEP
and our other precision electroweak data.
The best chance for realistic Higgless models seems to come from Higgless vari-
ants of the warped RSI model [51]. Instead of assuming that the SM fields are
all localized on the TeV brane, we put the gauge fields and fermions in the bulk.
The bulk gauge group is taken to be SU(3)c × SU(2)L × SU(2)R × U(1)B−L. A
Higgs localized on the Planck brane breaks SU(2)R × U(1)B−L to U(1)Y , while
another Higgs localized on the TeV brane breaks SU(2)L × SU(2)R down to the
diagonal SU(2). The combination of these two breakings is equivalent to the usual
SM breaking, preserving (as in the SM) a custodial isospin which inhibits radiative
corrections to the ρ parameter.
The Higgsless limit of these breakings corresponds to a set of boundary con-
ditions for the gauge bosons on the Planck and TeV branes which are not those
of the Randall-Sundrum orbifold. The SM fermions also obey nontrivial boundary
conditions, allowing them to obtain chiral masses even in the Higgless limit. From
the point of view of AdS/CFT string theory, this means we are introducing some
new kind of UV and IR cutoffs on the AdS/CFT setup, which may or may not
make sense. However at least the bulk gauge theory is well defined and fully gauge
invariant, so as phenomenologists we are content.
Unfortunately these warped Higgless models are not realistic either [52]-[58].
Perturbative unitarity forces us to make some of the KK gauge bosons rather light,
which in turn generates contributions to the oblique parameters S and T [59] which
are at least twice as large as condoned by the precision data. This observation has
almost been promoted to the status of a no-go theorem, and has been extended
to a large class of 4d Higgless theories using deconstruction. Recently, however,
it was pointed out [60] that warped Higgless models can be reconciled with the
precision data by tuning parameters of the bulk fermions in such a way that their
couplings to the extra KK gauge bosons are suppressed. This works, but in turn
raises new issues involving the top and bottom sector, as well as flavor changing
neutral currents. Thus a fully realistic Higgless model remains elusive.
Nevertheless, the LHC phenomenology of this scenario is interesting and im-
portant. In the case that the couplings of the SM fermions to the extra KK gauge
bosons are not very suppressed, this is described in [52]. The first one or two extra
KK copies of the Z should be observable in Drell-Yan processes at the LHC. The
first KK gluon should be seen as a dijet resonance, and the first KK W should also
be detectable. The difermion KK graviton resonances, which are the smoking gun
of RSI, are not observable in the warped Higgless models, because the fermions are
not localized on the TeV brane (a possible exception is gg → KK graviton→ tRt¯R).
KK graviton induced diphoton resonances also turn out to be too small to be seen.
Suppose now that viable Higgless models require that the couplings of the SM
fermions to the extra KK gauge bosons are very suppressed. This scenario is de-
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scribed in [61], where the authors ask what can be seen at the LHC in what appears
to be the worst-case scenario. The LHC experiments will see no Higgs, no super-
symmetry (warped models solve the hierarchy problem without invoking weak scale
SUSY), and no new strong interactions (since the theory is perturbative up to ∼ 10
TeV). The extra KK gauge bosons are not visible in Drell-Yan or dijets, because
their couplings to fermions are too weak. Even WLWL scattering is not sufficiently
accessible to be conclusive, due to large backgrounds.
What remains in this worst-case analysis is resonant WZ production. This is
a completely generic feature of Higgless models, since WZ → WZ must include
s-channel exchanges of the extra KK charged gauge bosons, in order to preserve
perturbative unitarity. The WZ intitial state arises from quark bremsstrahlung.
The enhanced golden final state is trileptons + MET + two forward jets. The
estimated KK mass reach is ∼ 1 TeV with 60 fb−1.
9 AED
In our discussion of the ADD scenario, we interpreted the parameter M∗ in
the Gauss law relation (1) as the fundamental quantum gravity scale of the higher
dimensional theory. We argued that this parameter could be on the order of a TeV.
However even if there are one or more large extra dimensions, it seems likely (from
string theory if nothing else) that there are additional compactified dimensions on
smaller scales. Suppose we let R denote the size of n large extra dimensions, and
r denote the size of m smaller extra dimensions. Then (1) should be supplemented
by the relation
Mn+2∗ =M
n+m+2rm , (19)
which relates M∗ to the actual quantum gravity scale M . Note that now both
M∗ and MPlanck are derived parameters, and neither one corresponds to an energy
threshold for new physics.
In the spirit of ADD we take the most optimistic scenario, where n = 1 and
m = 5, with R ≃ 1 mm and 1/r =TeV. Then the quantum gravity scale M is
100-200 TeV. We had better assume that SM fields are confined to a brane which
does not extend in the millimeter size extra dimension. However there is no reason
why some or all of the SM fields cannot extend in one or more of the TeV−1 size
extra dimensions. A 100 TeV quantum gravity scale still leaves the SM with a little
hierarchy problem, but a 100 TeV quantum gravity (and string) scale is probably
more realistic anyway than the TeV assumption of ADD.
This scenario [62] is known as asymmetrical extra dimensions (AED). Even
from its acronym we can tell that it is some kind of hybrid of ADD and UED. If we
assume that all of the SM fields propagate in one TeV−1 size extra dimension, and
that this extra dimension is a Z2 orbifold of a circle, then AED becomes the simple
UED model we described above, with an extra millimeter size hidden dimension
added [63].
The original AED model [62] however, assumes instead that the SM fermions
are confined to a single 3-brane at y = 0, while the SM gauge bosons propagate
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in the bulk of a Z2 orbifolded circle. We are agnostic about what the Higgs does.
As in UED, the gauge boson self-couplings will conserve KK parity. However the
couplings of the gauge bosons to the fermions violate conservation of KK parity.
This is because we have placed the fermions asymmetrically with respect to the
translation y → y+ r which interchanges the two orbifold fixed points. As a result
there is a tree level coupling between two quarks and the lightest massive KK mode
of each gauge boson.
Thus simple AED predicts extra KK copies of the W , Z, photon, gluon, and
graviton. The effects of KK gravitons are suppressed by at least E4/M4, where E is
the subprocess energy, so these are not detectable at the LHC. The extra KK copies
of the electroweak gauge bosons will affect the precision electroweak observables, as
we have already discussed. Current electroweak data already constrains the AED
compactification scale 1/r to be greater than about 2 TeV.
The smoking gun of AED is its effect on dijet production at the LHC [64].
Tree level single exchanges of virtual KK gluons enhance the production of dijets
with large invariant mass, from quark initial states. This enhancement can be reli-
ably computed, because for a single tower of KK gluon states the sum over virtual
exchanges is rapidly convergent. The enhancement is slightly offset by new logarith-
mically divergent loop diagrams, which cause the strong coupling αs to run more
rapidly toward asymptotic freedom.
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As can be seen in Figure 5, LHC experiments will be sensitive to AED for
compactification scales as high as 15 TeV. The signal is a smooth excess of high
mass dijets. It is only necessary to analyze a convenient kinematic region with
reasonable statistics, such as 1 TeV ≤ mjj ≤ 4 TeV. Of course this is still a very
significant experimental challenge, including the difficulty of disambiguating this
signal from pdf uncertainties as well as other candidates for new physics. Note that
dijet resonance peaks from on-shell production of KK gluons are not observable,
due to the large width and low rate.
10 Whatever happened to leptoquarks?
No survey of physics beyond the Standard Model would be complete without
the mention of leptoquarks. There continue to be diligent experimental searches
for leptoquarks at energy frontier colliders. However, since the brief excitement at
HERA some years ago [65], the theory community appears to have lost interest.
A brief survey of the literature only turned up three theory papers on leptoquarks
from the past five years. For comparision, this is about 0.1% of the number of
theory papers written on extra dimensions during the same period. Why have the
theorists forgotten leptoquarks? Should our papers on leptoquarks be consigned to
the same archive as theorist’s models for the high-y anomaly?
The answer to the second question is: not yet. To see why, we need to be precise
about what leptoquarks are. We will define a leptoquark to be any boson which
decays into a lepton and quark through a renormalizable coupling that respects
all SM gauge symmetries. This means that the squarks of weak scale supersymme-
try are leptoquarks, provided only that we do not completely suppress all of the
standard R parity violating couplings of the form:
λ′ijkℓiqj d˜k + λ
′
ijkℓiq˜jdk , (20)
where ℓ, q and d are SM lepton doublets, quark doublets, and down-type weak
singlet quarks, while q˜ and d˜ are squarks. The labels i, j, k run over the three
generations.
So R parity violating squarks are precisely leptoquarks. Furthermore, their
masses are naturally around the TeV scale, provided that SUSY has something
to do with stabilizing the electroweak scale.
The original motivation for leptoquarks (in the modern era) came from grand
unified theories (GUTs). In GUTs the SM quarks and leptons are members of the
same gauge multiplets, e.g. the 5¯ and 10 of SU(5), the 16 of SO(10), or the 27 of E6.
It follows that some of the heavy bosons in other GUT representations, such as the
X , Y gauge bosons of SU(5), or scalars from extended GUT Higgs multiplets, will
be leptoquarks. This is certainly a well-motivated source of leptoquarks. However
the natural mass scale for such leptoquarks is the unification scale, not the TeV
scale.
One way to motivate TeV mass leptoquarks from GUTs is to invoke extra
dimensions. In particular, we construct an SU(5) GUT variation of the Randall-
Sundrum warped geometry [66]. In this warped GUT the SU(5) gauge bosons and
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scalars propagate in the bulk, but the fermions are confined to the Planck brane.
Boundary conditions are chosen at the Planck brane that break SU(5) down to the
SM gauge group. These boundary conditions remove the zero modes of the SU(5)
X and Y gauge bosons. There are also TeV mass KK modes of the X and Y ,
but these are not leptoquarks because the boundary conditions kill their tree level
couplings to SM fermions.
This is an interesting warped GUT in its own right, but let us now modify it to
contain leptoquarks. All we have to do is add some additional bulk scalars in the
5 + 5¯ of SU(5). We then choose as boundary conditions that their wavefunctions
vanish at the TeV brane. This removes their zero modes, leaving TeV mass KK
modes. These have unsuppressed tree level couplings to SM fermions. The color
triplet weak singlet scalars in these multiplets are TeV mass leptoquarks. To avoid
rapid proton decay, we can require that they only couple to the third generation.
11 Beyond Beyond
The theory community, especially in the previous few years, has managed to
exist in a remarkably spread out superposition of states in BSM theory space. I
am confident that LHC experiments will collapse this wavefunction, and guide us
towards the eigenstate that Nature has chosen.
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